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A spherical nonlocal optical-model analysis was performed on a homogeneous set of mod-
erate-precision neutron total cross sections for 78 elements and 14 separated isotopes. The
presence of fluctuations in the cross sections prevents the effective application of the optical
model for nuclei with A& 45 unless the data are averaged over many experimental resolution
widths. The dependence of the magnitude of the fluctuations on the ground-state spin of the
target nucleus was observed. The analysis of the data for 46 spherical or soft nuclei within
the regions 46-A-150 and 188-A-206, 2 transitional nuclei within the region 185-A.- 187, and 19 hardMeformed nuclei within the regions 152-A- 184 and 228- A- 239 clear™
ly indicates the effects of nuclear deformation. The spherical nonlocal optical potential of
Percy and Buck describes (within 3%) the interaction of fast neutrons (3.0-E„-15.0 MeV)
with 46 spherical or soft nuclei. The analysis yields considerably less accurate (17%) re-
sults for the 19 hardMeformed nuclei. The surface thickness is approximately the same for
all spherical nuclei (with the possible exception of light nuclei below A = 46), to the extent
that the nonlocal optical potential has the same form as the nuclear-matter distribution.
The systematic nature of the deviations of the data from the theoretical predictions leads to
a conjecture which spans the mass range 45-A-239.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a previous paper' (hereafter called I) we re-
ported on a large-scale, homogeneous, moderate-
precision measurement of neutron total cross sec-
tions for 78 naturally occurring elements and 14
separated isotopes spanning the energy range 2.25
~E„~15.0 MeV. The measurements included all
of the elements from hydrogen to plutonium, with
the exception of the six inert gases and the highly
radioactive elements in the vicinity of radium. In
I w'e discussed the experimental method and tech-
nique, with emphasis on the precautions taken to
minimize statistical and systematic errors. The
large homogeneous set of data revealed a number
of systematic phenomena resulting from the neu-
tron-nucleus interaction taken over the above en-
ergy range and the mass-number range 1 &A &239.
A three-dimensional Barschall plot of o~ versus
E„versus A'~' exhibited continuous families of
broad maxima and minima variously described as
nonresonant Ramsauer structure or superpositions
of scattering echoes. In addition to this broad
structure, there was also a finer structure which
was observable in the data for a number of the
light nuclei. Interpretation of this structure will
be reserved for future axticles.

In previous papers" we addressed ourselves to
the problem of probing the nuclear shape by means

of a spherical nonlocal optical-model analysis of
our neutron total cross-section data. This paper
represents the logical continuation. of that analysis.
We emphasize the point that the large range in en-
ergy and mass number of the data imposes severe
constraints upon any theoretical analysis. Fur-
thermore, the existence of any deviations and sys-
tematic trends should be revealed, since this
large block of homogeneous data has been subject-
ed uniformly to any unknown systematic errors.

In this paper the phenomenological spherical non-
local optical potential of Percy and Buck4 is util-
ized to analyze the interaction of 3-15-MeV neu-
trons with virtually all of the stable elements. It
is observed that the analysis adequately describes
the behavior of the total cross section for neutrons
of energy 3.0-15 MeV incident upon spherical or
soft nuclei with A &45. However, it is equally
clear that such an analysis yields considerably
less accurate results for all permanently de-
formed nuclei.

II. THEORY

As is well known, a detailed description' of the
interaction of a neutron with a target nucleus may
be described by a formal (A+ 1)-particle Schro-
dinger equation. The result of expanding the
(A+ 1)-particle wave funchon over both open and
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closed channels is an infinite set of coupled-chan-
nel integrodifferential equations. The general-
ized optical potential which appears in these equa-
tions is intrinsically energy dependent, nonlocal,
spherical or spheroidal, and complex valued.
Since it is impossible to solve the infinite set of
coupled-channel equations, approximations are in
order. The simplest approximation considers
only the wave function in the shape elastic chan-
nel, while the effects of all of the ignored channels
are described by an effective neutron-nucleus in-
teraction potential. In this paper we have used
this simple approximation in order to investigate
further the range of validity of the Percy-Buck
phenomenological spherical nonlocal optical poten-
tial, preparatory to a more detailed coupled-
channel analysis.

The integrodifferential Schrodinger equation
for the relative motion of a neutron in the field of
the nucleus may be written

where the second term is a spherical local real
spin-orbit potential of the Thomas form, and
VN(r, r') is a spherical nonlocal complex potential
of the form V(2[r+r'~)5((r —r'~). The nonlocal
function 5(~r —r'~) was described by a normalized
Gaussian of the form

5(g r [) = 3&2P &e (Ir r'l~&)

where p is the range of the nonlocality. They also
set

-V(2 Ir+ r' I)
= Vf(f ) + & IVdfd (f ),

where p = —,'[r+ r'
~.

(4)

where, in general, the kernel contains elements
that are spherical or spheroidal as well as non-
local. A nonlocal potential may be visualized as
reflecting the correlations which exist in nuclear
matter, wherein the presence of a nucleon at r in-
fluences the probability of finding another nucleon
at r' in the vicinity of r. This in turn modifies the
energy of the nucleon at r and leads to a nonlocal
potential energy function. The nonloeal potential
acting on an incident neutron situated at r not only
depends on r and r' but also on the wave function
evaluated at other points r' near r.

Percy and Buck4 utilized a spherical separable
form as an approximation to the nonlocal kernel
and rewrote Eq. (I) as

2

&')()(r)+ V„S(r)1 og(r)+J) VN(r, r')P(r')dr'

In Eq. (4), the first term is a real potential and
the second is an imaginary surface-interaction po-
tential. The real spin-independent potential has a
Woods-Saxon form

and the imaginary potential has a derivative
Woods -Saxon form

(5)

In Eqs. (5)-(7), R=r, A"', where r, is the radius
parameter; and a, and a~ are the diffuseness pa-
rameters of the real and imaginary potentials.

The imaginary surface-interaction potential de-
scribes in a phenomenological sense the interac-
tion of the incident neutron with the strongly inter-
acting nuclear surface. This interpretation is ap-
proximately correct, since deep inside the nucleus
nucleon collisions are inhibited by the Pauli exclu-
sion principle, but this inhibition is relaxed near
the surface due to the reduction of the Fermi mo-
mentum. '

Certain nuclei exhibit collective degrees of free-
dom. Those degrees of freedom corresponding to
rotation and/or vibration of the nuclear surface
may be predominantly excited by the incident neu-
tron when it is near the nuclear surface. The
relevance of this interpretation will become clear
when we discuss the highly deformed rare-earth
and actinide nuclei.

We have not used an imaginary volume absorp-
tion term in Eq. (4), since the Pauli principle will
tend to preclude interaction of the incident neutron
with the nucleons of the core for the energies un-
der consideration in this study.

We have retained the real spin-orbit potential in
the calculation of the total cross section, since
the spin-orbit potential is also produced by a sur-
face interaction. ' In the interior of the nucleus,
where the nucleon density is constant, the only di-
rection having local significance is that associat-
ed with the momentum of a particle; hence, it is
quite difficult to define a, physically meaningful
pseudovector that can be coupled to the nuclear
spin. However, in the region of the nuclear sur-
face the nucleon density gradient may be used to
define uniquely the radial direction. A local spin-
dependent potential may be formed from the den-
sity gradient, particle momentum, and the spin.
If the range of the nuclear force is greater than
the distance over which the nuclear density
changes appreciably, the density variation in the
nuclear surface suggests that the spin-orbit poten-
tial may have a slightly different radial variation.
Nevertheless, most of the interaction will still be
concentrated at or near the nuclear surface.
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The Thomas form of the spin-orbit potential,
which emphasizes the surface nature, is given by

2 (r s)l-a& [I (r R)-&as ~-2
2m„c a, r

An imaginary spin-orbit potential is not necessary
for E„&50MeV. The results of calculations of
or(E, A) made with and without the spin-orbit inter-
action indicate a difference of about 0.5%. How-

ever, since portions of the experimental data were
taken to a precision of 0.P/0, the spin-orbit inter-
action cannot be neglected in this calculation.

With the energy dependence of the neutron total
cross section approximately accounted for by the
nonlocal potential and the surface properties by
the surface imaginary and spin-orbit potentials,
we can apply the model to the data and search for
any deviations of the nuclear surface from a
spherical shape.

Spherical and hard-deformed nuclei retain their
shapes for long periods of time; only their orienta-
tions change, with all orientations equally prob-
able. The nuclear-matter distribution correspond-
ing to a randomly oriented, hard-deformed nucleus
will exhibit a nonabrupt falloff to zero, even if the
matter distribution has an abrupt edge. Since the
matter distribution probably has a diffuse edge,
the associated spherical distribution, after ran-
dom averaging of the orientation, will exhibit a
more diffuse edge. In contrast, the nuclear-
matter distribution corresponding to a randomly
oriented spherical nucleus will exhibit a less dif-
fuse edge. Consequently, the nonlocal optical po-
tential associated with the matter distribution of a
hard-deformed nucleus will exhibit a more diffuse
surface dependence, with a radius and surface
thickness greater than that for neighboring spheri-
cal nuclei.

A large amount of experimental evidence indi-
cates that permanently or hard-deformed nuclei
(as discussed in Sec. III) exist quite generally
throughout the nuclear periodic table, especially
in those regions remote from closed neutron or
proton shells. The regions D of Fig. 1, in which
permanently deformed nuclei are most clearly
recognized, are in the vicinity of A = 8, 18 & A & 28,
50&(Z or X) & 82, 152 &A &186 (rare earths), and
222 &A (actinides). The remaining regions are
the domains of the spherical and vibrational or
soft nuclei. However, even here the excited
states of a number of nuclei have been interpreted
in terms of a combination of spherical shapes,
statically deformed shapes, and a dynamical de-
formation of the nuclear surface around the spheri-
cal equilibrium shape (soft nuclei).
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FIG. l. A schematic representation of the nuc1ear
Periodic Table. The arrows designate the closed neu-
tron and proton shells at 2, 8, 20, 28, 50, 82, and 126.
The regions marked D contain nuclei that exhibit per-
manently deformed shapes in the ground state.

For the case of spheres al nuclei, Percy and
Buck observed fairly good agreement between
their theoretical predictions and the existing neu-
tron total cross-section data at 4.1, 7.0, 14.5,
and 24.0 MeV. However, at the time of their anal-
ysis data were essentially nonexistent for nuclei
in the deformed rare-earth region and for various
members of the deformed actinide region. Conse-
quently, the detailed behavior of the cross sec-
tions was not known for hard-deformed nuclei.

In the vicinity of 1 —3 MeV, the total cross sec-
tion for the interaction of a neutron with a hard-
deformed nucleus will consist mainly of contribu-
tions due to direct elastic scattering from the de-
formed ground state, direct inelastic excitation of
the rotational and vibrational states, compound-
nuclear elastic scattering, and compound-nuclear
inelastic scattering. As the neutron energy is in-
creased above 4 MeV, the elastic and inelastic
cross sections will be dominated by the direct in-
teractions, while the compound-nuclear contribu-
tions will be diminished. This state of affairs will
continue up to the (n, 2n) threshold, which is in the
vicinity of 7-8 MeV for the hard-deformed rare-
earth nuclei. The (n, 2n) cross section for typical
ra.re-earth nuclei will be of the order of 2(P/p of

or at 10 MeV and 3(P/p at 14 MeV. Consequently,
the total cross section spanning the energy range
4-14 MeV will consist mainly of direct elastic
scattering from the deformed ground state and di-
rect inelastic excitation of the rotational and vibra-
tional states The .effects of the (n, 3n) reaction
will be negligible below 15 MeV. The situation for
the highly deformed actinide nuclei is somewhat
more complicated due to the fission process; how-

ever, the neutron scattering will still indicate
whether the neutron is moving in a deformed or
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In Sec. III A-K me have tentatively listed the ele-
ments and separated isotopes for which we made
measurements, according to where the ground
states of their nuclei appear in the spherical shell-
model sequence for protons. For deformed nuclei,
tbe listing indicates the spherical states from
which the deformed levels evolved. The exact fill-
ing order of the proton orbitals may ultimately be
different from that listed.

A. 1s«(2, 1P3(~~ 1P «(2 NUclclq

Z 1 8 («8 «8 3U 3Li 3Li, 48e, ,B,
l4 16

6C, ~N, SO )

In Fig. 2 me show the comparisons of the data
for vaxious light nuclei with the predictions of the
spherical nonlocal optical model. Since this model
has very limited, if any, validity in this mass re-
gion, we have used it here only to generate an av-
erage curve against which one may view the ex-
treme structure in the neutron total cross sections.
As an example, the plots indicate in a striking
manner that the structure in the total cross sec-
tion of natural, Li is due to the interaction of the
neutron with, I i'.

In order to describe the interaction of neutrons
of these energies with such light nuclei as,C",
,N', and, O", one must perform a coupled-chan-
nel analysis similar to that reported by Tamura'
and Reynolds et ajI.' The latter authors were able
to calculate total cross sections for,C" which

agreed well with the available data over tbe energy
range 0-5 MeV. The method used a Ical nonspher-
ical local Woods-Saxon potential and allowed cou-
pling between the ground and excited states of,C".
However, in order to fit the experimental data,
the authors mere compelled to use a coupling pa-
rameter p of the order of -0.04 to -0.08, as com-
pared with a value of -0.6 obtained by Coulomb ex-
citation. The implication was that the neutron does
not fully sense the deformed gxound-state equilib-
rium shape of,C', but appears to be interacting.
primarily with a spherical nuclear field. In viem

of this rather surprising result, it would be en-
lightening to perform a similar calculation for,Q",
taking into account the coexistence of the spherical
ground state (0') and those deformed excited states
which are built on the (0+) state at 6.05 MeV. 9

B. 1d,~~, 2s«&~, 1d3~~ Nuclei;
«9 23 2'7 ~ 3lZ=9—20(9F, ««Na, «2Mg, «3Al, «4Si, „P

40 440Ca, ~0Ca )

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the o~ data,
with the theoretical predictions for various nuclei
in the 2s-fd shell. It is apparent that the structure
in the total cross sections produces extreme devi-
ations from the simple optical model. The main

difficulty in the analysis of the data lies in relat-
ing the effects of nuclear deformation or collective
nuclear motion to the formation of states of the
particle-hole type, "or the other possibility, un-

raveling the effects of nuclear deformation or col-
lective nuclear motion from statistical fluctuations
of the Ericson type. "

A number of examples illustrate the general na-
ture of the deformed nuclei in this region. The
low-lying —,

"and —,"states of,F"may be visual-
ized, in the Nilsson scheme, as part of the rota-
tional band built on the deformed ground state. "
The spectra of two of the stable isotopes of mag-
nesium, »Mg" (79%%uo) and»Mg" («O%%u~), display ro-
tational band structure indicative of permanently
deformed ground-state equilibrium shapes. The
spectrum of the principal isotope of silicon, ,~Si"
(92/0), appears to have an "inverted coexistence*' "
of the ground-state rotational band and the first ex-
cited (0+) state (i.e., the latter may possess a
spherical shape).

For the case of „8"(95%%uo of „8), there exists
the possibility of an inverted coexistence of the
ground-state rotational band and the first excited
(0') state; again the latter may possess a spheri-
cal equilibrium shape. " In addition, ' coexistence
of the spherical (0+) ground state and deformed ex-
cited states built on the 3.348-MeV (0') level has
been proposed to explain the 3.348- (0'), 3.90-
(2'), and 5.62-MeV (4') levels in»Ca".

If one takes the point of view that tbe fluctuations
in the cross sections were the result of nuclear dy-
namics and were not statistical in origin, then tbe
unified dynamical theory of nuclear reactions'"
may be used for the cross-section analysis. This
is the optimistic approach, since it promises hope
of predicting the amplitude, width, and energy po-
sition of the various structures in the cross sec-
tions. The data of experimental nuclear spectros-
copy and the concepts of the nuclear collective
model were extended to provide a description of
nuclear reactions. Briefly, the technique was as
follows: The transition matrix "7"' mas evaluated
in terms of energy operators for, and connecting,
the open and closed channels, and in terms of the
scattering states associated with the average field
encountered by tbe incident neutron in the open
and closed channels. The scattering states mere
given in terms of particle-hole states in a collec-
tive-level scheme, and included the excitation of
rotational or vibrational bands, where appropriate.
Various authors have used this approach, with
some success. ""

If one takes the point of view that the fluctuations
are statistical in origin, then a measure of the
fluctuations is given by the variation of the 0~
around their average value. The variance may be
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written"
2I'2

var O' E

x g (2 g+ ]) ~ '(E g)g (T~
)

1

J

where e is an energy increment; 5, the averaging
energy interval for (or); X, the reduced wave-
length of the incident neutron in the c.m. system;
I, the ground-state spin of the target nucleus; I',
the average level width; J, the spin of the com-
pound-nuclear level; p, the density of nuclear lev-
els of angular momentum J at an energy E above
the completely degenerate state F.„ l and s, the
orbital angular momentum and spin in the entrance
channel; and T„is the transmission coefficient.

We pointed out in I that the greater the ground-
state spin of the target nucleus, the smaller is the
amplitude of the cross-section fluctuations and the
lower the neutron energy at which they were no

longer resolved in the experiment. An inspection
of Eq. (10) indicates that the variance of or is
strongly influenced by the ground-state spin
through the statistical weighting factor. The be-
havior of the weighting factor for the various ex-
perimental nuclei lying below, in, and just above
the 2s-1d shell is illustrated in Table I. The fluc-

tuations in the oz of,C"(I= 0) and, o"(I= 0) are
greatly enhanced as compared with their neighbors

,B(I=—,', 3) and, F"(I=—,). It is interesting to ob-
serve how similar are the unstructured cross sec-
tions of »Cl and»K. The nuclei of both of these
elements have I= —,. In this prevailing spirit we

can predict with confidence that the 0~ of the noble
gases»Ne(I=O) and „Ar(I=O) will be heavily
structured like their neighbors, O", »Mg, „S,
and 2pCa '. There appears to be a strong qualita-
tive correlation between the behavior of the data
in Figs. 2-4 and Eq. (10). Since it is not our pur-
pose in this paper to perform any detailed calcula-
tions involving the unified dynamical theory or the
statistical theory, we will say little more on this

subject.
A detailed view of Figs. 2 —4 indicates that the

predictions of the phenomenological spherical non-
local optical model tend to agree better with the
data for those nuclei possessing nonzero ground-
state spins, i.e., for those nuclei in which nature
has smoothed out the fluctuations. The smoothing
results if there is competition among a large num-
ber of open channels. The number of open chan-
nels will increase as I increases. Since the struc-
ture for different channels and angular momenta
is weakly correlated, very little structure will ap-
pear in the total cross sections.

Various authors have remarked from time to

TABLE I. Behavior of the statistical weighting factor as a function of the ground-state spin of the target nucleus.

Target nucleus Ground-state spin (I)
Statistical weighting
factor i/t2{2I+ C)] '

5B (80%%uo of nuclei have I =-)
2

6C (99% of nuclei have I=O)

7
I'4

8
pi6

F19

11
Na23

12Mg (90% of nuclei have I=0)
A]27

14Si (95% of nuclei have I= 0)

15
p31

16S (99.2% of nuclei have I= 0)

17cl (&00%%uo of nuclei have

19K (99.1% of nuclei have

20
ca40

20
ca44

21
Sc45

1
Y
3
2

5
2

3
2

3
2

67

7
1

36

7
1

16

63

1

144

1

1
16

4

1
64

64

1
4

256
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TABLE II. Average fractional deviation of oz (experimental) from oz (theoretical). GA = grand average,

Element

2i Sc4'

22Ti
23V

51

24Cr
24Cr 53

25Mn
55

26Fe
Co59

2sNi

29Cu

3p Zn

3iGa
32Ge
„As"
34Se

35Br
3)Rb
3sSr
39

gS9

4p Zr
4i
42Mo
„Tc99
44Ru

45Rh P

46Pd

4)Ag
4sCd

49ln

5pSn

5iSb

52Te
Ii2 t

55
Cs'33

„La'39
5sCe

p i4i

6pNd

62Sm

s3Eu
„Gd
65Tbi 59

66D&
„Ho"'
6sEr
69

Tm"'
)p Yb

2.6
2.1
2.2
2.1

GA 2.3

6.0
7.2
6.3
5.8
7.1
6.Q

8.4
6.8

11.0

Spherical nuclei

Hard-deformed nuclei

Average fractional deviation
(%)

8.Q E„15.0 MeV 3 0(En 6.0 MeV

Spherical or vibrational (soft) nuclei
3.5
0.8
1.1
1.3
1.0
0.8
0.8
0.9
2.0
1.1
1.4
1.5
0.9
0.7
2,3
1.2
2, 8
2.7
1.2
0.7
0.8
1.2
2.0
2.2
2.7
2 ' 3
3.0
1.9
1 ' 0
21

GA 1.5

Soft nuclei

2.7
3.4
8.1
2.8

GA 8.0

0 ~ En ~ 15.0 MeV

2,0
0,6
1.0
0.6
1.1
0.7
0,3
0.6
1,9
1.4
1.3
1.7
0.5
0,2
1.0
0.5
2.3
2.5
1.6
0.4
0.1
0.6
1.0
2.0
1.6
1.4
2.3
1.9
1.8
28

GA 1.2

3.2
3.3
8.6
8.5

GA. 3.4

5.6

2.8
2.4
2.6
2.6

GA. 2.6

7.5
8.4
7.6
7.0
9.3
8.0

10.9
8.7

18.0
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TABLE II (Continued)

Average fractional deviation

Element 3.0-E„-15.0 MeV
{%)

3-0~En ~ 6.0 MeV 6 0~En ~15.0 MeV

7iLu 6.1
GA 6 6

7.5
GA 8.3'

72Hf

73 aTai8i

74
~i82

6.0
5.6
5.8
5.4

GA 5.7

Hard-deformed nuclei

8.0
7.5
7.4
7.5

GA 7.6

74
~i86

75Re

4.2
4.2

GA 4.2

Transition nuclei

5.4
5.0

GA 5.2

7&OS

78pt
79Au

8pHg

8iTl
82

b2P6

Spherical or vibrational {soft) nuclei

2.2
2.2
2.5
2.4
3.1
3.1
3.0

GA 2.6

Hard-deformed nuclei

1.5
2.6
3.3
2.5
4.0
2.6
2.5

GA 2.7

Th232

92
U233

92
U235

92
U238

94Pu

5.8
6.6
6.8
7.2
7.8

GA 6.8

7.5
8.1
8.3
8.5
9.6

GA 8.4

6.4
7.7
7.9
7.8
8.7

GA 7.7

This grand average excludes 7p Yk).

range pairing forces were stronger than the de-
forming long-range quadrupole forces. In view of
their analysis, we have considered most of these
nuclei to be approximately spherical or vibration-
al (soft}.

The comparisons of the data and theoretical re-
sults are displayed in Figs. 5-7 and summarized
in Table II. The grand-average deviation for these
21 elements and separated isotopes is 1.5$~. Fur-
thermore, the disagreement is &1.5' over 60% of
the energy range for the nuclei of »Cu, 3QZn, 3iGa,
»Ge, »As", »Br, »Y'', ~Zr, 4,Nb ', 42Mo, 4sCd,

,9In, and „Sn, However, we must comment on the
anomalous behavior of »As", „Se, »Rb, „Sr,

ed out in I that the data for»As" are probably cor-
rect over the energy region 4-15 MeV; however,
the data may be incorrect over the energy range
3-4 MeV. Consequently, the deviations between 3
and 4 MeV should be viewed with some caution.

Likewise, we suspect a possible error in the sam-
ple purity or thickness for 44Ru —hence the devia-
tions over the entire energy range should also be
considered with some caution. Nevertheless, we
have retained the results, since they are qualita-
tively consistent and are within 3-4% of being
quantitatively consistent. We have little reason to
suspect any of the data for 34Se, 37Rb 38Sr 43Tc
„Rh'", «Pd, and „Ag (strontium required a cor-
rection for oxygen contamination, but the cor-
rected data are consistent with the other six ele-
ments). The maximum deviations for these seven
cases are of the order of 5/z below 5-8 MeV. Such
behavior may signal the presence of effects due to
soft or vibrational nuclei. The Nilsson model pre-
dicts a closed shell with zero nuclear deformation
at Z or N= 40. A close examination of Table II and

Figs. 5-7 suggests that the minimum deviations

occur near 40Zr, while the maximum deviations oc-
cur for the nuclei of 34Se 37Rb, and ~Sr, which lie
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first excited states in even-even, 6Ba' ' nuclei
they concluded that certain barium nuclei were de-
formed. Marshalek, Person, and Sheline" were
among the first to predict that additional deformed
nuclei should exist in this region of the nuclear
periodic table. The nature of the equilibrium de-
formation was obtained by minimizing the sum of
the eigenvalues of the Nilsson-model Hamiltonian
for a particular configuration and deformation
parameter.

Kumar and Baranger" performed an analysis,
based on the pairing-plus-quadrupole model of
nuclear forces, indicating that the equilibrium
nuclear shapes were oblate for neutron-deficient
nuclei in this region. A quadrupole deformation
potential was added to the spherical-shell-model
Hamiltonian to give a deformed Hamiltonian. The
single-particle levels and wave functions were cal-
culated for all possible values of the static and dy-
namic deformation parameters. For each choice
of the deformation parameters, the pairing force
was used to do a BCS calculation on the single-
particle levels. The expectation value of the pair-
ing-plus -quadrupole Hamiltonian was calculated
using the BCS wave functions. The absolute mini-
mum of the expectation value for a particular set
of deformation parameters gave the equilibrium
shape. If the expectation value had a sharp mini-
mum, the nucleus was considered to be hard de-
formed. If the minimum was shallow, the nucleus
possessed vibrational aspects, and was said to be
soft. Ackermann et al."have presented experi-
mental evidence that indicated the neutron-defi-
cient nuclei »Cs'" '" were indeed deformed in an
oblate manner.

In Fig. 7 the nuclei of 51Sb 52Te 53I'", and
»Cs'" lie within the deformed region 50 & (Z or N)
&82. Neither 53I"7 nor»Cs'" possess rotational
spectra, so we consider them to be spherical or
soft. A similar statement applies to the nuclei of
the major isotopes of »Sb and»Te (data possibly
unreliable, see I). Consequently, we do not attri-
bute the 5% maximum and 3.0% grand-average de-
viations to hard nuclear deformation. We contend
that the nuclei of the major stable isotopes of these
four elements are not sufficiently neutron deficient
to be permanently deformed, at least to the extent
required here for detection; however, they may
be soft.

F. Spherical 1g7~2, 2d5~2 Nuclei;

Since 50 and 82 are good magic numbers, it is
reasonable to believe that the properties of nuclei
with N= 82 and Z ~ 50 may be described by a spher-
ical shell model. Consequently, we ha,ve assumed

that these nuclei possess a spherical equilibrium
shape. The nuclei of the major stable isotope of
Ba (71.7% „Ba'"), »La'", the major stable iso-
tope of Ce (88.5%»Ce'~), and»pr"' fall within
this spherical category with N=82 and Z&50. In
addition, these nuclei do not show the rotational
band structure which is the hallmark of deformed
nuclei.

On the other hand, 73 jo of the nuclei of the stable
isotopes of «Nd lie within the complicated transi-
tion region beyond the K= 82 magic neutron shell
and before the highly deformed region 152 &A

&186 of Fig. 1. The level structure of these nu-
clei is difficult to interpret solely from the stand-
point of a spherical shell model due to the com-
plexity of the shell-model states. A more success-
ful interpretation involves a description. which util-
izes Nilsson-model configurations with a small
amount of deformation. However, an observation
of the average fractional deviations of Table II sug-
gests that the nuclei of GpNd can be considered ap-
proximately spherical.

A study of Fig. 7 and Table II reveals that „Ba
presents an anomaly. The data lie everywhere
above the theoretical predictions with an average
fractional deviation of 4.8%, as compared with
2.8/0 for its neighbor»La" . To our knowledge,
there are no systematic errors in the data, so per-
haps nature is trying to reveal itself. However,
in view of this anomaly we have not placed „Bain-
to either of the categories of Secs. III E or F.

The experimental and theoretical predictions for
the nuclei of the other four elements (see Fig. 7

and Table II) tend to agree to within 1-4%, with a
grand-average deviation of 2.3%, which is consis-
tent with their description as spherical nuclei.
The surface thickness appears to be the same for
these nuclei, within the approximation that the non-
local optical potential has the same form as the
nuclear-matter distribution.

G. 2d,~„ lh»~, Hard-Deformed Rare-Earth Nuclei;

152~A &186(„Sm, „Eu, ~Gd, „Tb, „Dy,
165 16967Ho, «Er, 69™,7 Yb, 71Lu)

One of the distinguishing characteristics of per-
manently or hard-deformed nuclei is the existence
of rotational band structure in their energy-level
diagrams. The energy spacing varies approxi-
mately as l(f+ 1), where I is the total angular mo-
mentum of the rotor and its coupled particle.
There are, however, deviations from this simple
behavior when the projection K of the total angu-
lar momentum I on the symmetry axis is equal to
2, 1, and —,'. The ground-state rotational bands of
certain even-even nuclei, e.g. , 4Be', ]2Mg",
„Sm'", »U'", provide us with some of the clear-
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est examples of rotational structure. However,
certain odd-A nuclei also exhibit rotational band

structure, and with a higher density of levels.
The rare-earth region 152 &A ~186 of Fig. 1 pro-
vides us with many excellent examples. The com-
parisons of the data and theoretical results for the
uclei of 62Sm, 63Eu, ,4Gd, „Tb"', „Dy, 67HO

68Er, 69Tm 70Yb and v, Lu are displayed in Fig.
8 and summarized in Table II. The data for „Sm
deviate from the theoretical predictions by an over-
all average of 6/0 (which corresponds to six stan-
dard deviations of the experimental data) taken
over the energy range 3—15 MeV. The difference
reaches a maximum of 11% (nine standard devia-
tions of the data). It is apparent from observation
of the data for «Nd and „Sm that the gross devia-
tions appear quite suddenly. This is consistent
with the abrupt appearance of rotational band
structure in the energy levels of „Sm'" at N= 90.
This isotope and „Sm'" constitute 47%%uo of natural
„Sm.

The deviations are also consistent with the pre-
dictions of Kumar and Baranger, "who have used
the pairing-plus-quadrupole model to study the
static nuclear shapes in the even-even samarium
isotopes. They predicted an abrupt onset of de-
formation as the neutron number reaches 90; i.e.,
at „Sm'".

The deviations for „Eu average 7.2%%uo, taken over
the energy range 3-15 MeV, with a maximum of
11.7%. Considering that natural „Eu consists of a
mixture of two isotopes, „Eu"' (N= 90) and „Eu"'
(N= 88) with „Eu"' comprising 52%%uo, the deviations
are again consistent with the results of nuclear
spectroscopy and the predictions of Kumar and
Baranger ' for the sudden onset of deformation.
Sakai' has performed an analysis of the energy-
level structure of a number of the even-even, 4Gd
isotopes. It was observed that the excited 0', 2',
4', . . . and 2', 3', 4', . . . states may be con-
sidered to be quasi-p and quasi-y bands. The rela-
tive location of the head states of the quasibands
with respect to the first excited 2' state was found
to be a much more sensitive measure of the onset
of deformation than was the energy ratio of the sec-
ond 4' state to the first 2' state. The onset of nu-
clear deformation was observed to occur between
«Gd"' (N= 88) and «Gd"4 (N= 90). In natural «Gd,
99.8' of the nuclei have N~ 90; consequently, the
0~ of,4Gd should also reflect the effects of nuclear
deformation, as indeed we observe in Fig. 8 and
Table II.

After the abrupt appearance of the effects of nu-
clear deformation, the deviations between the data
and theoretical results level off. The average de-
viations taken over the energy range 3-15 MeV for
the 10 elements, „Sm-„Lu, are 6.0, 7.2, 6.3,

5.8, 7.1, 6.0, 8.4, 6.8, 11.0, and 6. 1%%uo, respec-
tively. These deviations are far beyond statistical
fluctuations, since they correspond to 8-12 stan-
dard deviations of the data. The maximum devia-
tions are 11.0, 11.7, 12.4, 12.4, 15.3, 14.1, 16.9,
14.5, 18.7, and I2. 9%%uo, respectively. These maxi-
mum deviations correspond to 8-17 standard de-
viations of the data. The 11.0 and 18.7%%uo average
and maximum deviations associated with 7QYb

should be viewed with some caution, since we sus-
pect a possible error in the sample purity or thick-
ness. Nevertheless, we propose that the behavior
of the deviations illustrates the qualitative behav-
ior of the deformation for the nuclei of „Yb and
the quantitative behavior of the deformation for

„Ho"', „Er, ,9Tm", and „Lu.
Incidentally, our measurement of gr(E) for

„Ho"' agrees to within I%%uo with the only known

extensive measurement of or(E) for a hard-de-
formed rare-earth nucleus, namely, the measure-
ments of Marshak et al." These authors have ap-
plied a coupled-channel analysis to their data.
The maximum deviation between their data and the
theoretical results was 5%%up as compared with 14%
for the present spherical nonlocal analysis.

8 1A I I/2 Deformed Nuclei;

The nuclei of »Hf, »Ta"', and 74W"' are located
in the hard-deformed region, while the heavier nu-
clei of „W are located near the beginning of the re-
gion over which nuclei change from a permanently
deformed shape to a spherical shape. A view of
Fig. 9 and Table II indicates that a gradual transi-
tion is taking place over this portion of the nuclear
periodic table. The grand-average deviation be-
tween the data and the theoretical predictions tak-
en over the energy range 3-15 MeV is 5.7%, as
compared with 6. 6%%uo for the rare-earth group. The
maximum deviations are of the order of 10%%uo, as
compared with 11-18%%uq for the rare-earth nuclei.
The preceding behavior is consistent with the slow-
ly changing deformation.

I 1A 1 I/2 Transition Nuclei;

Z = 74—75 (~~W, » Re)

In this paper nuclei have been divided into spher-
ical, soft, or deformed categories for the pur-
poses of understanding and classification. Howev-

er, this classification is not strictly applicable
for transition nuclei, where deviations from a
purely spherical, vibrational, or rotational de-
scription are significant. The stable nuclei of
74W and 75Re fal l into the trans ition -nuc lei cate
gory. A study of Table II and Fig. 9 indicates a
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77Ir as soft or spherical. The same criterion ap
plies, even more so, to the nuclei of 79Au"', «Hg,
„Tl, and „b'".

The average deviations between the data and the
theoretical predictions are displayed in Figs. 9
and 10 and summarized in Table II. The maximum
deviations between the data and the theoretical re-
sults for „Hg, „Tl, and „Pb'" are of the order of
F/p, while the average deviations are about 3%.
These deviations may be compared with the maxi-
mum and average values of 4 and 2. 3%%up for the
spherical (%=82) nuclei of »La'39, „Ce, »Pr"',
and „Nd.

The grand-average deviation between the data
and the theoretical results for the nuclei of „Qs,

which is certainly consistent with their descrip-
tion as spherical or nearly spherical nuclei. In
view of the fact that we have used the same sur-
face-diffuseness parameters throughout the analy-

sis, spanning the mass range 1 &A & 239, it ap-
pears that the surface thickness is about the same
for all spherical nuclei, with the possible excep-
tion of light nuclei. This conclusion is valid to the
extent that the nonlocal optical potential has the
same form as the nuclear-matter distribution.

K 1~ 9/2, 2f~~, Deformed Actinide Nuclei;

The well-developed rotational bands, and P and

y VibratiOnal bandS Of 9 Th, 92U, 92U, 92U

and „Pu illustrate in a clear manner the collec-
tive structure of these nuclei. The deviations be-
tween the data and the predictions of the spherical
nonlocal optical model are again dramatic and are
shown in Fig. 11 and Table II. The grand-average
deviation spanning the energy range 3-15 MeV is
6.8/p, with maximum deviations of 1F/p The .be-
havior of the deviations is again consistent with
the deformation in the region 228 &A «239.

IV. SUMMARY

PLI
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FIG. 11. Experimental and theoretical neutron total
cross sections versus neutron energy for various lhey2
and 2f&~2 nuclei. See caption for Fig. 2.

The grand-average deviations between the ex-
perimental o~ and the predictions of the spherical
nonlocal optical model are:
(1) 1.5%%up for the spherical or soft nuclei of the sta-
ble isotopes of »Ti»3V"»4Cr"»4Cr"»5Mn",
„Fe»,Co'», Ni», Cu, „Zn, „Ga, »Ge, 33As",
,4Se, »Br, 37Rb, 38Sr»9Y", «Zr, 4,Nb ', 4,Mo,
43Tc 44Ru 4

Rh' 46Pd 47Ag 48Cd 49In

,OSn, which lie within the region 46 &A &124;
(2) 3.0%%up for the spherical or soft nuclei of the sta-
ble isotopes of »Sb, »Te, 53I'", and 55Cs'", which
lie within the region 50 & (Z or N) &82;
(3) 2.3% for the spherical nuclei of the stable iso-
topes of 57Ia'", »Ce, „Pr"', and «Nd, which lie
on or just beyond the N=82 neutron shell;
(4) 6. 6%%up (excluding „Yb) for the highly deformed
nuclei of the stable isotopes-of the rare earths

159 j.6562Sm 63Eu 64Gd 65Tb 66Dy 67Ho 68Kr
„Tm"', (»Yb), and»Lu, which lie within the re-
gion 152 «A «184;
(5) 5. 7%%up for the highly deformed nuclei of the sta-
ble isotopes of »Hf, 73Ta 74W'", and 74W,
which lie within the region 152 &A &184
(6) 4. 2%%up for the transition nuclei of the stable iso-
topes of 74W and 75Re, which lie within the re-
gion 185 &A & 187;
(7) 2. 6%%up for the spherical or soft nuclei of the sta-
ble isotopes of „Os, 77Ir, »Pt, 79Au' ', »Hg, „Tl,
and»Pb ", which lie within the region 188 &A
& 206;
(8) 6.8% for the highly deformed nuclei of the iso-
topes of the actinides „Th'" „U"' U'" U'"
and 94Pu, which lie within the region 228 &A &239.

A briefer summary indicates that the deviations
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are consistent with the:
(1) spherical or soft nature of the nuclei of 39 ele-
ments or separated isotopes within the region
46 ~A ~150;
(2) spherical or soft nature of the nuclei of seven
elements or separated isotopes within the region
188 ~A ~206;
(3) transitional nature of the nuclei of two ele-
ments or separated isotopes within the region
185 & A & 187;
(4) deformed nature of the nuclei of 14 elements or
separated isotopes within the region 152 &A &184;
(5) deformed nature of the nuclei of five elements
or separated isotopes within the region 228 + A
& 239.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A spherical nonlocal optical-model analysis of
neutron total cross-section data for 46 spherical
or vibrational, 2 transitional, and 19 highly de-
formed nuclei clearly indicates the presence or ab-
sence of the effects of nuclear deformation. The
results of the analysis indicate that tbe surface
thickness is about the same for all spherical nu-
clei with the possible exception of light nuclei.
This conclusion is valid to the extent that the non-
local optical potential has the same form as the
nuclear -matter distribution.

It is clear that an analysis which uses the pbe-
nomenological spherical nonlocal optical potential
of Percy and Buck adequately describes the be-
havior of the total cross section for fast neutrons
(3.0 ~E„&15.0 Me V) incident upon spherical nu-
clei heavier than»Sc". This must be considered
as an additional triumph for the Percy-Buck non-
local potential model. However, it is equally
clear that such an analysis yields considerably
less accurate results for highly deformed nuclei.
Presumably, if one could eliminate the effects of

deformation upon the optical potential, the analy-
sis would also be adequate for these nuclei. It is
known that the effects of nuclear deformation upon
the phenomenological optical potential can be elim-
inated artificially by explicitly treating the strong
coupling between the ground and excited states in
a coupled-channel analysis. '""

We conjecture that when this contribution bas
been removed, the remaining effective nonlocal
potential should adequately describe the total prob-
ability for the interaction of neutrons (3.0 ~E„
&15.0 MeV) with any of the nuclei within 45 &A

«239 regardless of whether they are spherical or
highly deformed. With the effective nonlocal po-
tential determined by the behavior of the spherical
nuclei in the regions 46 ~A &150 and 188 &A &206,
the nuclear-sbape parameters p, may be deter-
mined by a fit to the homogeneous high-precision
neutron total cross-section data. Since there is
no a priori reason for neutrons to sense the same
component of the nuclear field as, say, n parti-
cles, it is conceivable that the deformation param-
eters determined by neutron and n-particle scat-
tering may be different. This will be especially
true if the matter and charge distributions of the
nucleons are different, and also if the shape of tbe
optical potential is not identical to tbe shape of
nuclear matter.

We hope to investigate these questions by way of
a coupled-channel analysis of the rare-earth o~
data and report the results in a future publication.
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